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About This Content

Support Spellsworn and get unique cosmetic items and Soundtrack!

Join the fray as either The Archon, a wizard powerful enough to reach the ruling class of the wizardkind, or the Firbog, a nature
spirit consumed by flames and fury!

The Collector’s Edition contains:
The Archon (unique skin)
The Firbog (unique skin)

The Time Capsule (unique staff)
The Effigy (unique staff)

The Original Spellsworn Soundtrack

Note: If you purchased the game before launch you automatically get The Collector’s Edition for free.
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Title: Spellsworn - Collector's Edition
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Frogsong Studios AB
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64bit)

Processor: Dual core from Intel or AMD at 2.8 GHz

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600/9600GT, ATI/AMD Radeon HD2600/3600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Just shooting. It's alright, for the first DLC. There were better and worse ones to follow. The truck heists themselves are rather
annoyingly difficult without the right equipment and skill setup. I like the Gruber Kurz pistol a lot, it's great for concealment or
loud pistol builds alike.. fun if u have knothing to do or if you ♥♥♥♥ing hate head crabs. As a Kickstarter backer, I had high
hopes, but there are just too many issues with it to recommend it:
The good:
+ audio is great
+ animations are good for an isometric game

The average:
= sound design is acceptable, using sounds familiar in other games
= load times are okay
= decent variety in enemies

Bad:
- unless you play in 1920x1080, some of the puzzles will not work (rythm puzzle in mission 3 for example is unplayable in 2k or
4k)
- voice acting is terrible. Dinklebot terrible
- the game just feels "boring" after a while. Without trying to spoil it, towards the middle of the game your characters split up
and have to go through their own "area", and it just feels poorly designed / very poorly illustrated in terms of what is going on,
what you are supposed to do, how how to solve certain puzzles, without trial and error. You keep thinking "is that meant to be
challening, or frustrating, or trying to extend game time, or all of the above?"

I think the game had potential when it started on Kickstarter, and I think overall there are decent missions and content, but poor
voice work, poor script and some dubious design / puzzle / resolution choices have left it hanging.

Right now, it will take me a while to finish it, purely because I will be frustrated and have to go back to it in a few days' time --
that should never be what a game of that genre should be doing to you.. I'm sorry to say that my 10 year old son chose this game
because we had \u00a34 going spare in the steam wallet. it was meant to be a distraction for a at least an hour but our
enthusiasm died pretty quickly.

Regardless looking forward to stickman annhilation 3.. Come to the darkside my tiny followers~

Love the art and the online mode!. Game is awesome! There are still but's in the game. However overall it's fun to be chased
after while trying to solve your objective. Hope this game get's an update soon!. This is a relaxing and entertaining casual RPG.
The music is nice, the lands are obviously made with care, and the UI is elegant and minimal.
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From the "noise" on the screen - very tired eyes.

\u041e\u0442 "\u0448\u0443\u043c\u0430" \u043d\u0430 \u044d\u043a\u0440\u0430\u043d\u0435 -
\u0433\u043b\u0430\u0437\u0430 \u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u0443\u0441\u0442\u0430\u044e\u0442.. This was a
pretty interesting game. I would give it an 8/10. Sometimes I got frustrated with it, but that's just me.. HEY STEAM STOP
GIVING ME ♥♥♥♥♥♥ DEMOS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Fun timesink. It's a squad command game, and if it was the only
around in its day then it would have been pretty cool. However, it absolutely does not stand the test of time. The resoultion isn't
*actually* better in this game, because when you set it 1920 it just stretches everything, and this game is definitely not good
enough to "just play through it." Go play the legenary Arma 3. 66% chance to hit damn point blank target.
I belive player side was called 'commandos', not 'housewifes'.
Refunded.. Really hard and slow grind in the beginning, but the overall feel of this game really sucks you in.

You have to make friends to get anywhere quickly which is interesting.

I do not recommend playing this game solo, it will take you forever and a half to get anywhere. Make friends as you play, set up
trading routes, and explore the world.

Only real complaint I have is how hard it can be to find some resources that you need to get started on a base, making for a
really long, difficult, and grindy first 10 hours or so of gameplay. After that it becomes like Factorio in a way and explodes in
complexity and intrigue.

Really looking forward to where this game is headed!. it scream at me
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